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NEW

Friday, Marclt 6, 1970

NEW MEXICO LOBO

·------~--------~---------

At Draft Induction Center

u

Mannie Wright

A protest rally will be held in
conjunction with Mannie Wright's,
above, draft refusal Monday,
March 9.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
BATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building. Room
mum ($1.40) per time riJTI. If ad is to
159 f
run five or more consecutive days with
• a ternoons preferably or mail.
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
Classified Advertising
Per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: PaYment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

DEADLINE for insertinq classified 3 :30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
D A N C E-MIME-SENSITIVITY TRAINING. Begin anytime. 526 Wellesley SE.
256·0141. 3/9
NEED HELP? A listener? Personal, Mar·
ital, Sensitivjty Groups. United Ministries Counseling Center. 247·2720. 3/13
SENIOR-Be sure to have your class pie·
turo taken for the Mirage. No chargethree: Poses. three prints. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.
WOULD YOU like to study more elreetivcly? Take the Study Course nt
SCIENTOLOGY ALBUQUERQUE. Results guaranteed. 256·0880. 3/13

2)

LOST & FOUND

BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
service in the lobby of the SUD for
your lost iteM$.
FOUND: Basset Hound, three colors nnd
white with spots, leather collar, no tag.
At Lincoln Jr. High. 012 Locust SE.
242-8816. Mrs. Flrscbeln. 3/10
KEYS FOUND In black leather case. Claim
at Student PubJicntiOrt Office, doumalism
room 205. 277-4002.
LOST BIRTHSTONE RING. Ladies room
Union basement. Reward. 243·2009 after
5 p.m. 3/2·6

3)

SERVICES

EXPERIENCED babysitting in my home.
Children two and older. NE Heights 268·
9287. 3/9
•
TYPING and/or editing. Papers, theses
dissertations. Call Marilyn, 255·6663. 3/G

5)

FORSALE

SUZUKI 250 ce. 1966. Clean. Call John '
at 3138 or 268-8194. $350, 3/12
1970 SUZUKI 125 ec twin, 800 miles Bell
Helmet, $425.00, 255·5211. 3/11
'
200 USED TVs All styles. $15 up, 441
Wyoming NE, 254·5987. 4/7
196j! SUZUKI X-5. 200 cc., excellent condition, 205.6814 nrttl' 0 JJ.IIl. 3/10

Protesters Plan Rally

Tlte University anti-war group
will stage a protest rally at the
draft induction center at the
corner of 5th and Gold Monday,
March 9, at 7:30a.m.
The protest rally will be held in
conjunction with Mannie Wright's
refusal of induction into the
armed forces.
Doug Nance, chairman of the
anti-war group's demonstrations
committee, said the rally will be a
"stop the draft protest."
Participants are asked to bring
things for Wright's draft file or
anyone else's draft file.
He said the draft center is
required to file all material
contributed to a draft file, and the
philosophy is to flood the office
with excess filing.
Nance said the protestors plan
to surround the building behind
the draft induction center. A
portable address system will be
available for speakers.
75 community moratorium
members have signed a complicity
statement "symbolically joining"
with Wright in his draft refusal.
Ted Guinn, a member of the
community moratorium
committee, said all the signers are
past the age for draft obligation.
He said the community signers
will also sign other complicity
statements when necessary.
The University Vietnam
Moratorium Committee

/f?;,1.s CJ(Je":/
C
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Asking Referendum

Phone 265-46'15
3211 Central N.E.
Times

"Country Girl"

12:30
3:17
5:54
41

On Fund Allocation

Held
Over

Bonus Feature
"Office Party"

2 10

4 47
7 34
10 21

Every Ticket Holder Guaranteed A Seat

"****!"

YouthNew Tells
About
Cuba
Mexican Worked in Cane Fields

-N.Y. DAILY NEWS

"FASCINATING!"
-LIFE MAGAZINE

'''""''

AR~~!Rr WISf PR~DUCfiON
IUU!hG,

SIEVE McQUEEN
8.1G.H3RD AHENBOROU6H ·RICHARD CHENNI· CANDICE BER6EN
MARAYAT ANDRIANE •Roa'Eili'WJsE •iioiifRi'AfwrRsoN ·ii1cHiiiioffi"lit'NNA-~¥ii£tH·JiR~"cowsMITH

ORIGJN.,I. SOU NO fnAC~ ,.LOUY

MISCELLANEOUS

ON

EUROPE for $229 RT from N.Y. with
group. 256-1404.

"'AsUNM Fii.;:'ca•o•
Committee

SALESMAN
SAMPLE
SALE. :Most
fatpous brand labels .. Mens dress, sport,
kmt, s>ycatcrs. Wholesale prices. 3201
Montclmr NE. 344-'0292. 3/13

AN Al!/iYlBClAI! Pll'!!!lUCfltN) PlCTL'R( •fi!W{0.11f r·~A't~:l(llf8 •COlOR er OUUl(

Saturday &
Sunday

7&10p.m.~
50¢ with ID

_._

~
,.,j ...,...,....
.....,....,. .."

Marcel Marceau

DISCOVER FLYING. $5. first lessen. $14
hr. after. Lee Mason, 268-4689. 3/9

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

THE TU_RNING POINT. 525 Wellesley
~~ Fndnv and Snturuay 11ights 8-11.

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

I

&=:!RENT-A-TV
$1.00 a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Depoeit
Lower Monthlv Rnte

Buck's TV Rentals

LA PLANTE GALLERY
3009 CENTRAL N.E.
Qu~intl

268-4589
Color AVailable

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

CLASSIFICATIONS:

SALT OF

THE EARTH

5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

I

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT - - ·_TIMES STARTING_

ASUNMFitm

Committee
Friday, 7 & 10 p.m.
50¢ with ID

Herbert Biberman's independent social drama of the struggle of
the Mexican-American zinc miners and' their wives for equality:
the miners for equality of working and living conditions with white
"Anglo" miners, and the women for equality with men.

ENCLOSED$·-----

PLACED

BY---··--~--~--

Marcel Marceau, a
universally-acclaimed
pantomimist, will star in a
sell-out performance at Popejoy
Hall March 17.

Charles Draper, a graduate of
Highland High, returned from
Cuba two weeks ago. Draper,
19, spent two months at a
work camp near Havana
participating in the "Harvest of
Ten Million."
The SDS·sponsored work
group was known as the
Venceremos Brigade, taking its
form from the Abraham
Lincoln Brigade participating
there
during
the
Spanish-American War.
Draper, a student at Yale,
flew from New York to
Mexico and then on to Cuba.
Two hundred and sixty
Americans participated.
Laboring in the can fields at
least seven hours a day, men
and women both cut and
sacked the cane.
At a KUNM interview to be
broadcast Wednesday, at 7
p.m., Draper answered questions
directed by four UNM students.
SUSAN STERN: While in
Cuba did you speak to any
college students? Did you find
them rebellious?
DRAPER: They are
rebellious. There are some

dissatisfactions, but unlike the
United States, these criticisms
have a voice in the
government. They are
encouraged to hammer out
problems, everyone works on
them. There is rebellion but
not the nebulous type you find
here. It has a place in the
system.
MARCY COHN: How was
the Venceremos Brigade
organized?
DRAPER: A Jot of SDS
people were in Cuba for the
19 6 9 celebration of the
revolution. At that time Fidel
introduced the "Year of the
Decisive Endeavor" to gather
people for work. The idea was
conceived to have international
contingents or brigades come
from friendly countries. The
SDS people thought it would
be tremendous propaganda to
have an American brigade so
they could experience what a
working revolution was like.
For the Cubans it would point
out that even their worst
enemies, the Americans, were
not all bad. It would be like
the friendly coming from the

belly of the monster.
ANDREW GARMEZY: Were
you met by hostility from
Americans when you got back
from Cuba?
DRAPER: Coming back we
met hostility from American
customs officials. They
impounded our books and
magazines. They took away our
machetes. While I have ben
home in Albuquerque people
have called me and told me to
go back to Cuba if I liked it
so much.
MIKE COLVIN: You classify
yourself as a Communist, not a
Socialist. Why?
DRAPER: There is so much
anti·communism feeling in the
U.S. It is perpetuated because
people don't understand,
Socialism is the transition that
democracy goes through on its
way toward communism. Both
communism and socialism mean
abolition of private property•.
This is what frightens people.
Some systems, like Russia, get
stuck in the transition and
never develop true communism,
SUSAN STERN: You staf;l}d
(Continued on page 5)

Students Can Sway UNM Government

II Open Meetings,

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

I. Persona Is

was set for Tuesday, "But I
have not seen the document
(complaint) yet," Perkal said, .
This is the second complaint
to be filed by Horner in
regards to the chicano studies
center/UMAS appropriation. A
week ago, he filed a complaint
char g i.n g Senate with
"unconstitutionally" allocating
$1520 to the UMAS delegation,
and an additional $6480 to th!!~•
chicano studies center without
a referendum.
He withdrew his first
complaint upon Senate's
splitting of the original bill
into the portion for the
chicano center, and the funds
for the UMAS conference
delegation.
Horner could not be reached
for comment Sunday.
Senate let stand the portion
of the allocation to UMAS,
and substituted another
appropriation of $6500 to the
chicano studies center, with the
provision it be approved in
referendum.
The $6500 will be voted on
Wednesday.
'
't

-

2o..

'

No. 96

An injunction that seeks to allocated to UMAS in Senate
Bill 3 constitutes a major
submit to referendum a $1520
Senate allocation to the United allocation. It will be up to
Mexican American Students Horner to prove it is, or up to
(UMAS) was issued by Student ASUNM to prove it is not,:•
Turner said,
Court.
The injunction was issued on
"Friday UMAS withdrew
the basis of a complaint filed $1300 to pay to· the bus
by H.L. Horner which asks the company (for busses to the
$1520 appropriation made by conference). The check will be
Senate Feb. 18 to fund an sent back to the business
UMAS delegation to a office," he said.
Last Wednesday Turner issued
nationwide chicano conference
in March be put on the special what he termed "an advisory
opinion" which said a "major
referendum election ballot this
allocation" would be one "in
Wednesday.
The special election was excess of $2000" above their
!!ailed to put a $6500 Senate . yearly approved budget.
Turner said the opinion was
appropriation to the chicano
studies program to referendum not necessarily a definitive
statement, and that a new
vote.
Horner charges the allocation determination of what would
to the group constitutes a constitute a major allocation
"major aUocation" and so, might be worked out at the
.according to the ASUNM hearing.
"Some other type of
constitution, must be submitted
determination might be more in
to referendum.
Chief Justice Bill Turner order," said Turner.
ASUNM Attorney General
issued an injunction halting
disbursement of the funds until Ross Perkal said Sunday Turner
informed him proceedings were
the case is heard.
"Horner alleges the $1520 underway and that the hearing

(,.,,.,.,,

SAKS FIFTH Avenue Suits, cost new some
$200, try them on-make offer size 39
some with two pair pnn!B. Call '247-2545:
OLD MANUSCRIPTS, autogrnphs documenb;;, engravings. Call Joan End~rs 2985074. 3/6

7)

lniunction Issued

Monday, March 9, 1970

t:ip"\.. ./e.vd)"

TWO FEM"'LE SAMOYED puppies, purebred, res.nstered, reasonably priced. Cn.Jl
255-1429. 3/11
SH41!P 66 CORVETTE, 327, convertible
W1th new top and paint. Disc brakes
Allf/FM, 4-specd. $2350. 299-8785. 3/9 '
ALqUir!S: l!entlcs, :Rnscnls, Kinks, Spirit,
T1m Hardm, others. Unopened or once
Played. Cheap. 243·0619. 3/9
1960, AUSTIN HEALY, excellent motor
fmr body. 242-9301. 3/9
'
IMMACULATE two bedroom. Close to
UNM, bases. carpet and drapes throughout.. 6~~ GI loan, $01 a month. Low
equ1ty. Come see-268·3531. 3/6
EMERSON 'l'APE recorder-excellent for
component set up, $60.
CO~SERVATIVELY cheeked sport coat
37, $10,

Vol. 73

have ad~erse effects on ASUNM,
and the Image of UNM students."
He said plans for the new group
include "swamping'' the
Albuquerque Selective Service
office with paper work, and
sending down a delegation on
March 19 to ask questions on all
draft procedures.
Mabes will hold a meeting
tonight at 7 to discuss Monday's
demonstration.

/~f:...(e.,;T4ci- ohe1~
~t:•C)O C,(:yc.//,-,4/ S,E,

NORWEGIAN Elkhound puppies also stud
service available.
298-0375 11 ' campus
·1447. 3/11
1969 MUSTANG SPORTS COUPE- Big 6
:-automatic transmission, power steermg also 1966 1\'Iercury ~lontclnirc 4·door
hnrd~op, automatic trnns!llission, DOWer
steerlf!g, power brakes. alr conditioning.
Doth m cxccUent condition. By original
owner. 298·5155, 3/11
ZFJSS IKON, 35 '!'m., through lense meter.
mg. New. Askmg $160. Dave 277·2153
3/10
•

SIZC

Wednesday disassociated itself
from ASUNM. Dave Rigsby, a
spokesman for the new group,
said the moratorium committee
will now be the UNM
Mobilization Committee to End
the War in Vietnam (Mobes).
Rigsby, who announced the
change to Mobes at Wednesday's
ASUNM Senate meeting, said the
disassociation was made because
the new group's efforts "might

MEXICO

Liaison Planned
To Aid Interest

appearing who have
By CASEY CHURCH
legislation of direct interest
There are a 11umber of
to themselves or theh·
ways for the ASUNM
member to find out about,
organization.
However, on each week's
and influence his student
agenda under "preliminary
government. However, few of
business" anybody in the
them are taken .advantage of.
gallery or h1 Senate, may
Senate meetings are open,
bring up any subject.
and during each meeting
During the Senate meeting
comments from the gallery
proper anybody may speak
are solicited. A liaison
if a Senator will yield the
program between the
floor to him. In very few
ASUNM Senate, and campus
instances have the Senators
organizations is being
formed, as is a weekly· not been willing to listen to
outside opinions ·on a bill.
newsletter containing pending
Legislation Requests
legislation and resumes of
Legislation, although it
action already taken.
must be introduced by a
Committees, Assistants
Senator, often comes at the
Students may become
directly involved in ASUNM · request of outside sou~ces.
Students interested in
government by seeking
bringing up legislation may
positions on executive
talk to the Senators
committees, or as Senate
individually.
assistants.
"Agendas, and copies of
Studetlt attendance at
old busineas are always
Senate meetings Wednesday
available at the Wednesday
night is invariably low, with
meetings," said Joe Alarid,
only the few people

Senate president.
''As we try to get our
agenda done by 'ruesday,
,People who wish legislation
sponsored, or be put on
preliminary business, should
talk to the Senators by
Tuesday for that week's
Senate meeting," he said.
Meetings are always held
in the Desert Room, or
room 129 in the Union, at
7 p.m. Wednesday, unless
posted otherwise on the
"Today at the Union"
bulletin board.
Senate committ~Je meetings,
held weekly are also open,
and their times posted on
"Today at the Union."
. Liaison Program
A liaison program between
Senate and campus
organizations is now being
formed. A Senator will be
assigned to a particular
organization, or group of
organizations, and keep them
informed about what Senate

is doing. Queries the
organization may have, or
legislation they wish
introduced, would go
through their Senate liaison.
"It's a good idea if it
works, but there has been
very little response to
messages sent
to
organizations so far," said
Senator Leonard DeLayo,
who is responsible for the
liaison program.
A newsletter to "inform
students what has happened,
and what bills are coming
up" is being started, said.
DeLaya.
Newsletter
The newsletter has come out
once this sem~stet, and Senator
Gay Cook hopes to make it a
"continuing thing," he said.
Students may serve on the
Student Publications Board,
Radio Board, Student Affairs
Committee, the 'Committee
on the University, New
(Continued on page 3)
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Keil Will Speak'
On Moon Rocks

MEXICO LOBO

Quality Cleaning
Shirts Done To
Perfection
Alterations &Tailoring

10% Student Discount
1349 San Mateo S.E.
255-2700

WORLD NEWS
By United Press International •

Americans Killed in Laos

Do! I Do!

Comedy Set March 24

C8

Chicago Publit Schools will have a
representative on campus (March 17)
58,400 starting salary (1 0 months)
10 days paid vacation

10 days sick leave
Paid hospitalization

EDUCATION PLACEMENT OFFICE

.

I'

WASHINGTON~Sam Brown, coordinator of last October's
Vietnam Moratorium demonstration, said Sunday that street
demonstrations are losing their effectiveness, and the antiwar
movement must now take a more "educational" approach to its
activities.
"It's very difficult these days for people to relate to other
people being in the streets, unless it's· their neighbors that they
see in the streets," he said.
Brown said the next major push of the antiwar movement will
come April 15, the deadline for paying income tax when rallies
'
will be bel~ at tax centers around the country.
Brown sa1d efforts would be made to enlist the participation of
"solid citizens" who do not normally protest.

•-~··

•
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Viet Gunfire Claims 68 Choppers

..·
I

Clown Shares 35-Foot Trailer
With Wife, 82 Animals

Demonstration Losing Effectiveness

·~

...

KEY BISCAYNE, Fla.-A U.S. Army captain and 26 other
Americans have been killed as a result of enemy ground action in
Laos, the White House confirmed Sunday,
A White House official made the disclosure following a report
by the Los Angeles Times th!\t Capt. Joseph K. Bush Jr., an
American adviser to the Royal Laotian Army, was killed in a
ground attaclc by North Vietnamese forces in Laos on Feb. 11,
1969,
.
Assistant Press Secretary Gerald Warren said the President was
not aware of Bush's death when he made his statement Friday
on Laos in which he said:
"No American stationed in Laos has ever been killed in ground
operations."
Warren said, however, that the President was aware of the
deaths of 26 other persons-25 U.S. government civilian employes
and one dependent-but did not consider this contradicted his
statement.
Warren said Bush was in a compound approximately 10 miles
Mimi Hines and Phil Ford to the rear of "the expected line of contact with the enemy"
will star in David Merrick's when North Vietnamese guerrillas attacked.
production of the musical
"He took action immediately to attempt to protect others in
comedy "I Do! I Do!" at the compound and by taking such action exposed himself to
Popejoy Hall March 24 and 25. enemy fire and was killed," Warren said.
The other 26, all civilians, were killed by such things as mines,
long-range artillery bombardments, ambushes, and ground fire at
U.S. helicopters.
Warren said the President did not consider such incidents to be
a part of ground combat actions and stood by his statement.
However, there appeared little doubt that the President was
embarrassed by the disclosure that challenged the credibility of
"Funny Girl" in New York one of the key points in his Laotian statement.
He issued the statement to head off questions about America's
and in numerous TV and
involvement
in the semisecret war and to corre·ct what he termed
night-club comedy roles, will be
"grossly
inaccurate
reports" of American activities there,
the stars of the tuneful
chronicle of a couple's life
together, from their wedding
night to their 50th anniversary,
An unusual sense of
optimism was one of the
features which earned the show
SANTA ANA, Calif.-Johnny Whiteriver, an unemployed clown,
acclaim from critics and was arrested Saturday after police found him sharing his 35-foot
audiences when it opened in trailer home with three 150-200 pound bears, a burro, a wallaby,
New York. Not the smallest an ocelot, a bobcat, three goats, two oppossums, a monkey, three
trace of "black comedy" or peacocks, and his wife,
"theater of the absurd" could
Six truckloads were required to transport the animals to the
be found in the musical about Orange county Animal Shelter. Also inside the trailer were 13
the joys and some of the dogs, four cats, six pigeons, five doves, three rabbits, five guinea
tribulations of a 50-year-long pigs, one duck, nine chickens, two geese, 16 quail, and two
marriage.
turtles.
Charges of cruelty to animals, possession of wild animals within
the city limits, and owning unlicensed dogs were being prepared
against Whiteriver, 37, and his wife, Letha, police said Sunday. He
LA PLANTE GALLERY
was held on warrants for traffic violations.
3009 CENTRAL N.E.
Pete Peterson, the investigating officer, said the couple was
living in the trailer, which also contained a bed and food.
Quait1t!
Whiteriver told police he used the animals in his act and
denied treating them cruelly. He said they were fed twice daily
and exercised but otherwise kept inside.

'I Do! I Do!' Praises Marriage

"I Do! I Do!," the musical
comedy that has been called a
happy praise of the institution
of marriage, will be brought to
Popejoy Hall March 24 and 25
by David Merrick, who
originally produced the show
through 584 Broadway
performances,
Phil Ford and Mimi Hines,
recently seen together in

.

SAIGON Concentrated Conununist gunfire is bringing down
U.S. helicopters at an average of at least one a day so far this
year, military sources said Sunday. The figure of 68 included two
choppers shot down in the last three days,
The latest brought to 1510 the number of helicopters lost in
the Vietnam War, 10 of which have been shot down over North
Vietnam.
U.S. intelligence disclosed last month that. Communist gunners
hav"; been. ordered ~o concentra!e fire on helicopters as a means
~f mcreasmg A!Der1cans casualties without suffering the Joss of
life to North V!etnamese army and Viet Gong units which would
result from ground assaults on allied positions.
This year's unofficial loss total is 54 percent greater than the
total shot down in the first 67 days of 1969,
. U.S. source~ say there are more than 4000 helicopters operating
m S<?uth V1etnam. It may be there are fewer helicopters
operatmg now . than last year, because at least one Marine
helicopter squadron was withdrawn under Phase III of the
government's redeployment program.

.. .
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Greek System 'Apathetic'
(Editor's note: The following
is an interview with Ray
Schowers and Tom Wilson,
both members of the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon (SAE) fraternity.
Schowers is chairman of the
Greek Week Committee, and
Wilson is president of SAE.)i.
Lobo: What is wrong with
the Greek system?
Wilson: Apathy, generally.
There's a lack of concern for
things in the community and
campus except for things like
the blood drive to make people
think you're doing something, I
think we're living in the past
by the fact that we are so
apathetic. That's not the way
students are today. That's why
we're 10 years behind in
everything,
S c h owers: Basically, Greeks
themselves will misinterpret
why they exist. It is an
organization to provide people
with friends. It's a small
community within the
university.
Too few Greeks are involved
in things other than what they
are in as a Greek member.
Wilson: The SAE's live in an
intellectual wasteland, too.
There's no debate or discussion.
That was one of my biggest
disappointments with the
system.
Lobo: How can you get in a
new type of Greek to change
the system?
Wilson: The cycle continues.
The Greek system perpetuates
itself by taking in members
who think like the members do
now. The type of people who
could change the system just
aren't interested.
Lobo: What do you think
would be necessary to get
Greeks involved in a campus
demonstration?
Schowers: A new set of
Greeks whose personal interests
are threatened, I don't think

anyone feels threatened because a Mexican-American.
they're not active enough.
Schowers: One bigot can
Wilson: It's an easy way out keep a man out.
to sit in an ivory tower and
Wilson: Within the next two
do nothing, If you don't do years, the SAE's will be off
anything, you won't get hurt. the one-ball system.
Lobo: Do you think there's
Lobo: The. Greek system has
a place in society and on the been criticized because some
campus for the Greek system? people think the amount of
Wilson: Definitely, There's a mo11ey needed to JOm a
lot to offer. It's a great base fraternity keeps people out.
for anything you want to get What do you think?
into if you take advantage of
Wilson: That's vastly
it. But you have to get exaggerated. A fraternity is
through antiquated pledge definitely middle class.
programs, hell week, and the
Schowers: You can live there,
rest of it, That's what doesn't eat there, and be a member
fit in society today,
for as much as you can in the
Ideally, a fraternity can be a dorms.
vital organism. It should be
Lobo: Why are you two
but it's not. It's stagnating: Greeks?
Sororities and everything they
Wilson: Your ideas on why
stand for is . everything I'm you're a Greek change from
against. They're a huge when you pledge until when
marriage brothel.
you are a graduating senior.
Schowers: The Greek system Schowers and I have found
has a place. They have a something in the system which
tremendous amount of is favorable to us.
potential. They're so organized.
Schowers and I are perhaps
0 f the Greeks, dorms and considered idealists as far as
independents, the Greeks are the system goes. We have a lot
.-the 'cm~t organized, but they of hope; we can see what the
will seldom take a stand on an system can offer. It lets us
issue or campus project of real make friends. In a sense, I
significance.
want others to have the same
Lobo: Is the Greek system opportunities to make friends
dying at UNM?
as I did. Being a Greek is the
Wilson: Change is coming greatest thing in my life
very painfully to our chapter. without a doubt. I want others
For example, last week we had to have the same opportunities.
Schowers: I think the
a vote about whether or not
fraternity
system is a lesson in
to change our one-ball practice
sociology, There are diverse
in selecting new members.
SAE's nationally have gone types of people in a contr91led
·
to the four-ball system, where unit.
Lobo: Do you have anything
a person cannot be allowed
into the fraternity if there are to add?
four balls in the box. They
Wilson: If people are going
but left it up to individual to criticize the Greek system I
chapters. Last week the move wish it would be mo're
to go to another system was objective instead of leveling the
big guns on us from the
defeated by a small margin.
Our chapter is a bastion for outside. They should give us a
bigots. It would be impossible try and pledge before saying
for a black man to be in we aren't trying to change
SAE's, just as hard as it is for anything.

Student Raps on Cuba
(Continued from page 1)
that there are remnants of the
old imperialist class structure?
Specifically, what are these and
how are they being done away
with?
DRAPER: Money is an
imperialistic concept that will
soon be non-existent in Cuba. I
spent a dime the entire two
months. People will be given
all they need. There are
remnants of imperialism left in
the people. For years they
lived under it, These things are
going slowly.
One of the greatest changes
has been in the attitude toward
women. They were treated like
house servants before. Now
that the children are in school
six hours a day, they have
gone out into the society.
They get to mingle with people
apart from their husbands, and
can develop fully as individuals.
MARCIA COHN: What was
the make-up of the group that
you went with?
DRAPER: There were a lot
of full time radical types.
There were men sixty and
seventy
years old,
longshoremen, high school
students, and working class

people who were tired of the
United States.
SUSAN STERN: Was there
evidence of gross poverty
among the Cuban people?
DRAPER:. No, not gross
poverty. There were areas
which still needed things. But
everyone had food and
clothing. The children are sent
to school for most of the day.
They are fed all their meals
there. People don't have cars.
They don't want them. Cars
enforce status
and
competitiveness. They uphold
the nuclear family. The Cuban
people enjoy the buses. They
sing and dance together while
on them.
MARCY COHN: Did you
attend structured classes? Were
you allowed to talk to the
Pl>Ollif"?
DRAPER: We did both.
Some weekends we heard
lectures, A minister from the
public health service came out
to talk with us. A man from
the party spoke to us and
explained the party structure.
On Christmas Day Fidel came
out to eat and talk with us.
He said he cut cane to escape
his bourgeois tendencies,
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_Say Two Fraternity Members

NEW

A talk, open to the public,
on the origin and history of
the moon as indicated by lunar
samples obtained by Apollo 11
astronauts, will be given at 8
p.m. March 22 in the
anthropology lecture hall,
Klaus Keil, professor of
geology and director of the
Institute of Meteoritics at
UNM, who is directing analysis
of moon rocks at the
University, will be the speaker.
Last Friday Keil was awarded
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA)
.1\'l,lOllo Achievement award for
his work with the returned
lunar samples.
The citation reads, "In
a,ppreciation of dedicated
service to the nation as a
member of the team which has
advanced the nation's
capabilities in aeronautics and
space and demonstrated them
in many outstanding
accomplishments, culminating in
Apollo II's successful
achievement of man's first
landing on the moon, July 20,
1969."

FASHION CLEANERS

Monday, March 9, 1970

Dr. Leonard Levy

T~ ullg

·~.,e... 1~-&-e.x- ~""'
Pulitzer Prize winning
historian Dr. Leonard W. Levy
will speak Thursday (March 12)
at 8 p.m. in the Kiva. The
professor of history at Brandeis
University, an expert on
constitutional history, will
discuss whether or not the
Supreme Court is coddling
criminals.
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Fun things from
Old Mexico

2!

3009 Central N.E.

Annual I¢ Sundae Sale!

39.¢

Thursday and Friday
Buy One Get Another For I¢

Tues.-Fish Sandwich
2300 Central SE
(just across frt.nn Popejoy Hall)

Eat in our large dining room or take it home
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
2400 Central SE Across From Campus

•

I

I

Welcome Lobos
For All Your Car
Care Needs
Visit

JOHN'S DEEP ROCK
SERVICE

~~~tit
~ I I
Ia plante gallery

~

s.f E.

Pur.seS'

o rW
A

501 Yale S.E.
(Just 5 blks. South
of Central}
Ask About Our 2¢ Discount
Per Gallon

~tThe

biggest bargain
. in today's
imported car market"
Road & Track

PRICES on Austin American
four speed automatic transmission

'·'

~.....'-.!. . . .

et~"'

s

are Now SLASHED
$2069.00 reduced to $1795.,00 I!
DELIVERED IN ALBUQUERQUE
while the supply lasts

MELLOY BROS.
820 San Mateo NE
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UNM Thine/ads Sweep 13 First Places
By ROGER J, RUVOLO
Double winners Ervin Jaros
and Chuck Steffes were joined
by Ulf Johansson, Rick Louder,
and Jim Lincoln in sweeping
the field events as New Mexico
captured its first outdoor meet,
beating Eastern New Mexico,
98-43.
The thinclads, minus their
two top sprinters, walked away
with 13 of 17 possible firsts in
the Saturday afternoon track
meet at University Stadium,
Jaros won the shot-put with
a toss of 55-7 while also
taking first place honors in the
discus with a 169-1 toss.
Steffes flew a 52-foot distance
in the triple jump for the third
best leap in that event in Lobo
history. Steffes also took home
a blue ribbon in the long jump
with a 23-10 jump,
Another long jumper, Phil
Quinet, managed a third in
that event, but suffered a
pulled muscle in the · process
and may not be in action for
several weeks if the injury does
not respond to therapy, ·
In other field action,
freshmen Jim Lincoln and Rick
Louder captured first places in

their respective events, Louder
with a 6-6 winning leap in the
high jump, and Lincoln with a
14-6 in the pole vault. Two
either New Mexico vaulters

Lobo Baseballers
Lose to Miners

The Lobo baseball team is
back on the practice fields
today after dropping two out
of three decisions to the
Texas·El Paso Miners Friday
and Saturday,
The Miners belted UNM ace
Jim Kremmel for three runs in
the first inning, but the Lobos
bounced back with three of
their own in the top of the
second.
Trailing 4-3 going into the
sixth inning, the .Lobos tied it
up when Joe Daniels scored on
a triple by Bob Faford. The
Miners won it in the sixth
with a routine hit-sacrifice-hit
sequence to push across the
winning run.
In Saturday's doubleheader
the Lobos watched a 5-0 lead
fhtN~S 0~ wiped out as the Miners came
up with six clutch runs in the
-r\...e.. \e.'PI~r s't..o f sixth.
The games were seven
.,:L b t:) 0 c.e.tSt V"l\ I € innings each, due to the
doubleheader, and the Wolfpack
fiJ r se.:~ ~0 % -=:;,.f;.f , ' was una.ble to come up with
the tying run in their last bats.

s'

I

made the 14·6 height, Russ
Royal and John Worcester, but
Lincoln won on a basis of
fewer misses,
Swedish javelin throwel.'

Gary Jacobs picked up the
first win for the Lobos with a
three-hit performance in six
innings on the mound. The
Lobos came up with nine runs
in the 9-4 nightcap as Ken
Johnson smacked a three-run
homer in the fifth inning.
Larry Minarsich aided the cause
with a double and a single,
Stan Pena took over the
mound duties for Jacobs in the
seventh,
The Lobos outscored the
Miners in the series but were
the victims of the one-run
margins.
The Lobos now will face the
New Mexico State Aggies .in a
three-game series in Las Cruces
this weekend. The Aggies won
a doubleheader Saturday from
Northern Arizona to boost
their record to 5-3.
The three games in Las
Cruces will be the last the
Lobos play on the road until
April 10 as the team enjoys a
21-game homestand.

Johansson let out a heave of
256-4 in that event to become
the owner of the second best
javelin throw in UNM history,
Another Swede, Ake Nilsson,
bettered the 257 -foot mark by
four inches two years back.
On the cindel·s, hurdler
Roosevelt Williams took two
first places, besting his own
personal mark in the
intermediate hurdles with a
time of ;52.6, while capturing
the highs in ;14.3,
Ken Head and fellow sprinter
Jesse Johnson were both unable
to make the meet, as Eastern
took both short sprint events.
Vince Ludd turned in a :09.9
centurr while teammate Harry
Mathis was clocked at :22.1 in
the 220 to account for two of
the Greyhounds' four first
place finishes.
New Zealander Rex
Maddaford coasted to a victory
in the mile, turning in a time
of 4:12.4 for Eastern's third
first place win, the other

coming on the disqualification
of UNM's quartermile relay
team for two false starts.
The intermediate distance
events were predominated by
UNM, with Tom Ericso•
capturing the 440 with a :48.0
clocking. Ericson was followed
by Ulf Nilssen, who had a
:48.7. Freshman Reid Cole
took first place honors in the
half mile with a time of
1:52.3, while teammates Mike
Jones and Olen Hodges plactld
second and third, respectively,
Lobo Adrian DeWindt turned
in a fine 9:34.9 in the two
mile, while the mile relay team
of Mike Jones, Nilssen, Reid
Cole, and Ericson were clocked
in 3:16.2, about six seconds
better than Eastern's mile relay
time.
UNM will send some
representatives to Detroit for
the
NCAA
indoor
championships next week, and
then will return home to host
a strong Colorado team here in
two weeks.

Wrestlers Wind Up 8-8
With Comeback Victory
By ANDY GARMEZY
The Lobo grapplers ended
their WAC season on a winning
note Saturday night as they
defeated Colorado State
University 19-13 at Johnson
Gym, The win ·gave the UNM
Wiestlers an overall record of
8-8. In the WAC the team
finished 3-4.
This weekend the team
travels to Fort Collins Colorado
for the Western Athletic
Conference Wrestling
Championships.
Tied four times, the outcome
of the meet was undecided
until heavyweight Alan Peterson
decisioned his opponent 9-4 to
insure the Lobos of a win,
Trailing 16-13 going into the
match, CSU needed a win by a
decision to tie the Lobos, or a
pin to win the meet. Hopes of
this type were short-lived as
Peterson added the CSU
heavyweight to his list of
victims, finishing the season
with a won-loss record of 10·3.
Two UNM seniors, Rudy
Griego and Rick Ortega
competed in their last WAC
matches. Wrestling at the
142-pound class, Rudy
decisioned his opponent 11-4
to give the Lobos the lead at
8-5. Rick Ortega, wrestling in
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Gymnasts Beat
Arizona Schools
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THE COLLEGE PLAN
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THE COLLEGE MAN

2933 Monte Vista N.E.
265-6631
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Shot-Put Record
The UNM school record in
the shot-put is 58 feet 10
inches, set by Larry Kennedy
of Albuquerque in 1965.

,/

Three Times

I

Wyoming's Carl Ashley is
only the second basketball
player to be named to the
A II- WAC team for three
consecutive seasons, The only
other to receive the honor was
Flynn Robinson, the great
in 1963-64-65.

You don't look for
dessert after a

BIG HENRY
ROOM 158 JOURNALISM BUILDING

~

Senior Ervin
track season off
with iust place tosses of the
shot•put and the discuss. Jaros
recorded a 55 foot 7 inch
heave of the shot and 169
foot 1 inch javelin mark.

Ervin Jaros
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At Henry's only 50¢ .

Dave Repp, the freshman
standout, won the All-Around
category in Saturday's meet
with .Arizona State following
his second place performances
in the rings and the long horse
the night before against
Arizona.

I

The weekend was a good
weekend for the Lobo
gymnastics team as they took
two road victories in Arizona,
and in the second compiled the
highest UNM gym team score
, ever.
In a Friday night dual in
Tucson, freshman Dave Repp
again had a busy night, taking
second place in both the rings
and long horse, and capturing
first place in the all-around
competition, The Lobos won
that dual, 159.4 to 154.6.
Stormy Eaton rejoined the
Lobos after competing in the
World Trampoline Finals and
looked to be in fine form as
he won floor exercise with a
acore of 9,35. Bob Manna of
the Lobes turned in a 9.1 in
the high bar competition to
take home lust place honors in
that category,
Saturday night Eaton 11gain
scored a floor exercise victory,
except this time with a score
of 9.6. Eaton was joined in
the win column by Repp in
the still rings, Dana Shelley in
the long horse, John Charzuk

on the parallel bars, and Manna
again on the high bar.
Saturday night's score of
163.25 (compared to foe
Arizona State's 161.20) stands
as one of the highest scores
turned in by a gymnastics team
this year, and, according to
Lobo Coach Rusty Mitchell,
the depth told the story. The
Wolfpack swept all first places
but two, and placed second in
those.
Other Lobos who comprise
that depth Mitchell spoke of
are Mark Hopkins and John
Aiken, who supply UNM with
the added extra points to make
a loss into a victory,
Next week Brigham Young's
Cougars will travel to
Albuquerque to meet the
Lobos in a Saturday night
dual. The Lobos will then take
a week off to prepare for the
March 26·27 WAC Gymnasticg
Championships, also in
Albuquerque. The Lobos will
figure to put their depth to
good use where they most
need it in their quest for the
conference championship, ·

HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS
WITHOUT STARTING THERE
After college, start your business career where the challenges
come sooner. Where you'll get more out of your first job experience. Choose Army Officer Candidate School. The minute
the Army pins bars on your shoulders, you take command. You
guide. You counsel. You lead. You make decisions. You take on
important responsibilities. You would have to work for years in
a civilic:m job before you'd get anywhere near this kind of success-building experi~nco. No wonder OCS-trained Army Officers
make it big in the Army and in business. At a younger age. In
more responsible jobs.

YOUR FUTURE, YOUR DECISION.
CHOOSE ARMY OCS.

the 167-pound division, found
This set the stage for the
himself faced with a three heavyweight battle, but
point team deficit at the start Peterson quickly took any
of his match as CSU had won doubt from the crowd's mind
the 150 and 158 pc;mnd classes as to the outcome, decisioning
to pull ahead 11-8.
his opponent 9-4 to give the
Displaying stand-up wrestling · meet to UNM,
at its best, Rick used five
takedowns on his way to an
easy 16-4 decision, to give the
Lobos an 11-11 tie. Rick
finished the season with a 10-4
record despite a shoulder injury
Thursday, March 12
that sidelined him for two TENNIS-West Texas State
months.
Invitational at Canyon, Texas
Friday, March 13
Dave Van Meveren gave UNM
a three point cushion by the WRESTI.ING-WAC
.time his match was over in the
Championships at Fort
Collins, Colorado
177 -pound class, The queston
was · not if Dave was going to BASEBALL-New Mexico State
win but if he'd win by a pin,
at Las Cruces, 3 p.m.
The CSU wrestler was not TENNIS-West Texas State
looking at the lights long
Invitational
enough and Dave had to settle
Saturday, March 13
for a 9-2 decision, giving the BASEBALL-New Mexico State
Lobos the lead at 14-11,
at Las Cruces (Doubleheader)
. The 190-pound division ended
1 p.m.
in a draw with both teams WRESTLING-WAC
receiving two points. When the
Championships
match ended the scoreboard TENNIS-West Texas State
showed UNM 5·CSU 4, but
Invitational
one point riding time was GYMNAgrJCS-Brigham Young
awarded to the visiting
University, Johnson
opponent for his domination of
Gymnasium, 7: 30 p.m.
Lobo Bruce Davis in the
second period.

Sports
Calendar

Net Team Wins
Two Over ASU
•

The Lobo tennis team made
it a double win weekend
against Arizona State, beating
them Friday 7%-1%, and
Saturday 8-1, in duals held on
the Lobo courts.
Head coach Sun Devil Bill
Lenore said that this was the
best UNM team ever, and his
team might have felt the same
as they concluded their
weekend stay in Albuquerque.
In the top singles match,
Van Hill scored two victories
over Sun Devil Hans-Fredrik
Norstrom, winning Friday by a
6·4, 3-6, 6-2 score in a split
set match, but returned
Saturday to take a 6·4, 6-3
sweep.
In other singles matches,
number two singles saw Lobo
Tim Russell, a freshman, beaten
by Mike Wilkinson, 6·3, 3-6,
6·3, Russell returned Saturday
to beat ABU's Jeff Grange 6-4,
6·4.
Another freshman, Jim
Mitchell of El Paso, beat Bjorn
Alven Friday and Wilkinson
Saturday to start off with an
untarnished dual record. Bob
Curtis, Bruce Hutcheson, and
Doug MacCurdy all took two
Patronize Lobo Advertisers

wins for the weekend in singles
play.
New Mexico showed well on
the doubles courts, losing but
half a point the whole
weekend, only because darkness
prevailed
and the
Hill-Hutcheson and
Nordstrom-Wilkinson matches
were called a tie. The score at
the time stood at 10-8, 8-6.
Otherwise, Hill-Hutcheson
beat Nordstrom-Wilkinson on
Saturday, 3-6, 6-4, 6-1, while
the frosh twosome of Russell
and Mitchell won their match,
6-2 and 6·0 on Friday in a
strong win.
The next home match the
Lobos will play will be on
May 1 against Wyoming, and
they will stand the same team
May 2. Coach Jim 'Ferguson's
netters will travel March 12-14
to Canyon, Tex. for the West
Texas State Invitational Tennis
Meet, a meet which will
feature schools from six states
in this reiion.
OK~S

Everyday

All Day
FREE POf'CORN

We Need Tutors
$1.50-hour, 3hrs. per week
German, Chemistry, French
Biology, Math, Physics people wanted

. ..

LT Joe Hoey -will be available for interviews March 9-10-11 in the
UNM Placement Center. Qualification tests administered without
obligation.

If you are interested: Call 277-3853 ·

go-go-go! ..•
Where 1 Rooting for the long
gainer? There's a way to set up
your own breakaway-a sound
life insurance program. The
sooner you start, the lower
your premiums . . . and the
longer your cash value builds.
Huddle now. Cheer later.

NORTHWES'fERN MUTUAL liFt
MILWAUKEE

1! ,, dillcrence ....
See
'
Ray Cramer, CLU
FieldDirector
Larry Lomako, or
John Watson
"'ff\JI""""M=-r:in"'=L"""' There

~~ Jnd !he difference grows

268-3949
NE
Bob Vann; General Agent
TELEPHONE

204 DARTMOUTH,
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c::ampus Briefs
Ulibarri Lecture

what will probably be the first
book-length monograph on
Iceland.
He will investigate, for
example, why the capital city
of Rekyjavik with 100,000
people supports some 40
bookstores, whether the
unimportance of age, sex, or
occupational status is real or a ·
misperception by outsiders, and
how, since World War II,
Iceland has modernized until it
has the fourth highest
per-capit.a income in the world.

Sabine R. Ulibarri, professor
in the department of modern
and c 1assical languages, will
present a lecture in the series
''Aspectos de Ia cultura
hispanica" Wednesday.
The lecture, at 8 p.m. in the
Union Theater, will be in
Spanish and is open to
the public without charge, ,
His topic will be "El amour
y el profesor o los hijos de Ia
flor."
Ulibarri is a native of
northern New Mexico whose
Visiting Professor
childhood reminiscences in his
John
Russell Brown has been
home town are related in one appointed
a visiting professor
of his books, "Tierra Amarilla," of English at UNM for the
published by the Ecuadorean summer session.
House of Culture.
Brown has been at UNM
His first book was a twice
and
collection of original poems in 1965-as before-1963
a
visiting
professor,
Spanish, published in Mexico in The British native specializes in
1961.
EHzabethan drama and has
The following year, he edited and written more than a
brought out a work on the dozen scholarly books in the
Nobel Prize winning Spanish field.
poet Juan Ramon Jimenez, It
Brown is the editor of
was published in Madrid.
several magazines and has
published articles in numerous
Virus Film
scholarly
journals. In addition,
A 45-minute color film about he has produced
such plays as
viruses will be shown Friday "Oedipus," "Twelfth
Night,"
by Phi Sigma biology society "Macbeth," and "Waiting
for
at UNM.
Godot."
The college-level film,
produced for BBC, is "Smaller
than Life." It will be shown at
Law Discussion
8:30 p.m. in room 100 of the
The UNM Schools of Law
biology building with the and Medicine are co-sponsoring
public admitted without charge. a round-table discussion March
The society will hold a 13 in Clovis on "Human
meeting at 7 p.m. in room 258 Relations Applicable to the
of the biology building.
Practice of Law.''
The session, from 7-9:30
Humanities Award
p.m. in the Conference Room
Richard Tomasson, chairman of the Clovis Hotel is open to
of the department of sociology, all members of the bar.
has received an award from the Especially in vi ted are attorneys
National Endowment for the from Clovis, Portales, Roswell,
Humanities which will enable Tucumcari, and Fort Sumner.
him to study modern Icelandic
Clovis attorney David W.
culture.
Bonem is coordinating the
Under the award, one of 50 meeting. Robert A. Senescu,
approved by the organization, chairman of the department of
Tomasson will spend a year in psychiatry at UNM's School of
Iceland starting this summer.
Medicine, will be the discussion
Tomasson plans to publish leader, law Dean Thomas W.
the results of the study in Christopher announced.

Sociology Faculty

Monday, March 9, 1970
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A sociology lecturer at
Princeton University will join
the sociology department at
UNM in September.
Harold, G. McCann will join
the faculty as an assistant
professor. He received his
bachelor degree from Allegheny
College in 1964 and his master
degree in 1966 from Princeton
University,
A member of the American
Sociological Association, the
American Association for the
Advancement of Sciences, and
the American Association of
University Professors, McCann's
fields of special teaching and
research interests are in the
sociology of science, theory
construction, and philosophy of
methodology,

New Professors
Two new faculty members
have joined the psychology and
business administration
departments at UNM.
George V. Pegram, former
chief of the Bio Effects
Division, Aeronautics Research
Laboratory, Holloman AFB, has
joined the faculty of the UNM
psychology department as an
associate professor.
Pegram received his doctorate
from UNM in 1967.
While working on his
doctorate Pegram was a
research assistant in the UNM
psychology department from
1965 to 1967.
A former graduate teaching
assistant in the industrial
managements department at
Clemson University, Marty T,
Haney has joined the faculty
of the department of business
and administrative sciences at
UNM' as a part-time instructor.

·Common Goal Forecast
For UNM Senate. GSC

The president of the
Graduate Student Association
(GSA) termed ASUNM Senate
and the Graduate Student
Council (GSC) as "two
governments in one direction,"
and outlined four specific areas
of cooperation,
Bill Pickens told the ASUNM
Senate Wednesday night the
two student organizations
should cooperate on
interviewing cadidates for New
Mexico legislative positions the
National Environme~tal
Teach-in, the all-university
governance committee, and fee
sharing for joint programs,
The formation of a separate
graduate student organization
last fall was opposed by
Senate, In November, Senate
passed a bill recommending
that GSA be denied
representation on any
committee ASUNM funded "for
which the GSA does not pay
at least their proportional
shares of funds."
'1 he three major areas of
disagreement between the two
groups are "money," fear that
the "voice of the student
would be split," and
"quarreling and jealousy" over
the perogatives of each group
said Pickens.
'
Fee sharing is the most
"ticklish" area between the two
student governments, he said.
The method used in
determining what services
graduate students used is "the
key to the utilization
problem," he said.
The GSC president
vice-president, and secretary'
and chairman of the GSC
Finance Committee will hold a
"joint meeting" with the
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BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
service in the lobby of the SUB !or
your lost itctn~ ..
FOUND: Basset Hound, three colors ancl
white with s)>ots, leather collar, no tag-.
At Lincolrt Jr. High. 912 Locust SE.
242-8816. Mrs. Firscheln. 3/10
KEYS FOUND in black leather case. Claim
at Student Publication Office, Journalism
room 205. 277-4002.

3)

SERVICES

EXPERIENCED babysitting in my home.
Children two ilnd older, NE Heights. 2689287. 3/9

5)

FORSALE

GENUINE ANTIQUE JENNY LlNb
double bed. Cheap 1 867,2814 Placitas,
3/13
NORWEGIAN Elkhound puppies, also stud
service available. 208-0375, camptJs
4447. 3/11

We're remodeling!
Cleaner bathrooms at , . ,
Guild Arts Theatre
3405 Central N.E.
Noon til Midnite
Only $1.50

OKIE'S

104 BEER

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

EUROPE. for $229 R'r .from N.Y. with
group. 256-1404.3/12
SALESMAN SAMPLE SALE. Most
famous brand labels. Mens dress, sport,
knit, swen!Rl'tl. Wholesale pricoo, 3201
Montclair NE. 344·0292. 3/13
DISCOVER J?LYINif."$:;5;--;;fi-'-rs7t-;l-es_so_n-.-:$""'14
hr. alter. Loo Mllllon, 268·4580. 3/24
THE TURNING POINT. 525 Wellesley
SE. l!'ridny and Saturday nights 8-11.
3/9

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSI~ICATIONS:

1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found

3 Services

6. Employment

7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING _ __

~RENT-A-TV=~
$1.0~ a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthlv Rate

T'haH!:JS' OpeN
Tt,e leii'th e t- .sl,ap
2:c:Joo CeNira I.S.e.

Buck's .TV Rentals
268-4589
Color Available

.
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PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_Placed Under AFROTC Headquarters

An mcendrary _b~mb plantt:d under . construction would be destroyed by
the AFROTC bmldmg was d1scovered fire in three to five minutes.
by two telephone repairmen yesterday
Fred Chreist assistant director of
approximately 15 minutes before it student affai~s, who was . in the
was set to _go off.
building at the time, said he "didnot
T~e repru.rmen found the homemade
know how fast the building would go
gasolme-alarm-clock-battery bomb about up but it is close to a fire hazard.
2:05 p.m. when they crawled under There is a lot of paper in the
the wooden former barracks building building,"
to work on the telephone system.
He added the bomb "looked like a
They immediately notified campus lawn mower gas tank."
police and AFROTC commander Lt.
Campus police said the !:levice
Col. Alfred Norton who had the consisted of a two-gallon metal
building evacuated. The repairmen were gasoline can
filled with what
not identified.
"apparently" w~s gasoline, wired to a
There were between 20 and 30 small battery and minute hand of an
people in the building at the time the alarm clock. In the mouth of the
bomb was discovered. In addition to gasoline can, receiving the wire was a
the AFROTC offices, the building small photoflash bulb lying ilt loose
houses psychology research facilities powder believed to be of incendiary
and the student aids office.
character.
FBI Called In
The device was set so that as the
Campus security forces and minute hand moved it would carry the
administration officials announced they wire attached to it into contact with
had notified the FBI and state police another wire on a stationary contact.
of the bomb threat but said they had This action apparently was designed to
no clues at this time as to the touch off the flashbulb which in tum
"person or persons responsible" or would ignite the powder and then the
wh_en. the bomb was put under the liquid, police said.
bulldmg.
Additional Searches
University officials declined comment
S. Sgt. Harold Gill, administrative
on how much damage the bomb supervisor of the AFROTC unit said
would have done had it exploded, the clock was stopped while it was
however, military officials estimate that under the building but that it began
barracks buildings of similar to tick when it was removea.
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Central At Unlvonity

A Southern
town turns into
a time-bomb!

ZESS IKON, 35 mm,, through lense metering. New• .A.king $160. Dave 277-2153.
3/10

Sgt. Robert Voet of the
campus police examines the
"bomb that didn't explode."

every Wed. 5-6 PM

Mon.-Thurs. 7:30-9:30
Fri. 6·8-10
Sat-Sun 2-4-6·8-10

TWO I•'EMALE SAMOYED puppies, purebred, re~eistered, reasonably priCed. Call
255-1429. 3/11
SHARP 66 CORVETTE, 327, convertible
with new top and paint. Disc brakes,
AM/FM, 4-speed. $2350. 299-8785. 3/9
ALBUMS: Beatles, Rascal<, Kinks, Spirit,
Tim Hardin* others.. Unopened or once
played. Cheap, 243-0619, 3/9
1960 AUSTIN HEALY, excellent motor,
fair body, 242-9301. 3/9
EMERSON TAPE recorder-excellent for
component s.et up, $60,
CONSERVATIVELY cheeked sport coat,
aize 37, $10,
SAKS FIFTH Avenue Suits, cost new some
$200, try them on-make offer, size 39,
some with two pair Pants. Call 247-2545,
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No. 97
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For Conduct. 'Discrediting to U'

Asks Cooper's Expulsion

WYOMING BLVD., N.E. & MENAUL RD. • 298-5505

PERSONALS

LOST&FOUND

LOBO EDITOR

NEW THEATRE • IN THE MALL

WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
159, a!ternoons preferably or mall.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in lull prior to Insertion o£ advertisement.

2)

better than a trip
to Old Mexico

L.OE:...,.,.'S

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum nwnber of
words to 10.

DEADLINE for inserting classified 3 :30
p.m.-wiD go In next day's Lobo.
THUNDERBIRD CONTRIBUTORS: All
written work submitted to the magazine
may now be picked Up at rm. 158 Journalism Bldg.
MARRIED STUDENTS hospital insurance
up to $400 for maternity. For information
phone 242-1217. 3/13
THUNDERBIRD ART CONTRIBUTORS:
All art works may now be picked llp at
rm. 205 Journalism Bldg., 9 a.m.--4 p.m.
Monday-Friday.
DAN C E-M !ME-SENSITIVITY TRAINING. Begin anytime. 525 Wellesley SE.
256-0141. 3/9
NEED HELP? A listener? Personal, MarItal, Sensitivity Groups. United Ministries Counseling Center. 247-2720. 3/13
SENIOR-Be sure to have your cla.ss picture taken for the Mirage. No chargethree poses, three prints. Pietores taken
nt UNM !'bo!u flCFvitc. Cnll 277·G7-l:l W
schedule.
WOULD YOU like to study more effectively? Take the Study Course at
SCIENTOLOGY ALBUQUERQUE. Results guaranteed. 256-0880. 3/13

la plant€
qall€RY

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
!pecial rates for dissortallons-requlred paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING ather locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

1)

.

ASUNM president, treasurer,
and Finance Committee to
work out fee sharing for the
coming fiscal year, Pickens
li'.nnounced.
After terming the Jon
Kaufman-Bonner grievance
hearing before Student
Standards a "milestone" in
student governance, Pickens said
both governments must
continue efforts to work out
a.n all-University governance
system,

kopy korner

CALLING U

Bomb Found af U Building

District Attorney Alexander Sceresse yesterday
called on UNM President Ferrel Heady to
immediately expel Allen Cooper for the part he
played in preventing Sen. Strom Thurmond from
speaking last Wednesday.
Heady, however, in a letter to Sceresse, told the
DA that "although you are as free as anyone else to
give advice, I must remind you that decisions
concerning disciplinary actions against University
students are the responsibility of the University.''
Cooper, and another student, Bill Orzen, have
already been charged by the administration with
disrupting Thurmond's scheduled speech. That case
is scheduled to be heard by the Student Standards
Committee sometime in the near future.
In addition, Sceresse said Cooper was involved
with the group which threw kerosene and salad oil
on the basketball floor prior to the UNM-BYU game
Feb. 28.
Suspended Earlier
Sceresse, in calling on Heady to expel Cooper,

said "Mr. Cooper, 31, has demonstrated over the
past 18 months conduct entirely discrediting to the
University, the student body, himself and which is
abhorrent to the citizens of this community and this
state.''
Last year Cooper was suspended for taking part
in a demonstration which disrupted a NROTC
physical fitness testing class. That suspension was
later lifted by Heady who put Cooper and two other
students on probation for the rest of the year, The
probationary period ran out last June.
Sceresse added that he would bring criminal
charges against Cooper and other "individuals
involved with the basketball game and Sen.
Thurmond's appearance. Action will be taken and
arrests will be made as soon as evidence now being
compiled is supplied· to me." He refused to name
anyone else, however.
Part of that evidence is apparently being provided
by University officials. Heady spelled out .in his
letter to Sceresse that "University officials are

furnishing (Sceresse) ... information available to us
concerning possible violations of law at both the
BYU game and the Thurmond appearance.''
Far Too Lenient
Heady' also called on Sceresse's office to provide
the University with "any additional information
concerning behavior by University students that the
University may decide should be the basis for
disciplinary action.''
In announcing his request to expel Cooper,
Sceresse accused the UNM administration of having
been ''far too lenient (in the past) in dealing with
such matters, apparently from a twisted
interpretation of academic freedom or freedom of
speech.
"On the contrary, it is Mr. Cooper and his
associates who have totally disregarded the rights
and freedom of a majority of students and people."
Cooper was unavailable for comment on
Sceresse's statement.

Wright Supporters
.Rally" at Induction
Approximately .. 1{}0 people
gathered yesterday on the
induction center ste)',ls to support
' ~··-~nnie Wright'\r!' ref-~t~~al of
ind.uction into the armed forces.
However, Captain Terence Kahn
of the Albuquerque induction
center said Wright may not have
the chance to refuse. "He may be
medically unfit," Kuhn said.
Kahn said Wright has been sent
to several medical specialists, and
their reports have not been
returned to the induction center.
The reports arc expected late
today, he said,
Brad Eisenburg. read a
statement Wright issued before he
1lntered the induction center with
about 15 other men.
.
Refusal is "Honor" ,
Wright's statement said he had
the "honor" as a "loyal
American" to refuse induction ..

·'
The s~t\nnent said it had become
necessary for him to "dissolve the
pol,_!':- bands" which have
t:dlt...,!!~ hinTj .. . . _ .. have a
"decent respect for the opinions
of mankind.''
The statement said Wright gave
up his student deferment about
six months ago, because he could
no longer "accept special
treatment given me because I had
the money or better grades.''
"Obviously, a white middle
class student would prefer
teaching or making money in a
defense plant to slogging through
the mud with his chicano or black
brothers," the statement said. "I
freely refuse exemption even as I
refuse induction."
' Wright later joined the
demonstrators on the induction
center steps. He said, "There are a
(Continued on page~)

Lobo ])!toto by Chester Painter

Wright's Refusal

Approximately 100 people turned out at the induction center
yesterday to support Mannie Wright's refusal of induction. Wright is
in the patterned pants.

